1.1. Auditoria Photographs:
1.1.1. Hall A (Michael Fowler Centre):

Figure A1.1: Seat 23D6, 12 m from centre stage, 60° from midline
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Figure A1.2: Seat 24B6, 13.5 m from centre stage, 35° from midline

Figure A1.3: Seat 24F4, 20 m from centre stage, 35° from midline
Figure A1.4: Seat 25D6, 20 m from centre stage, 25° from midline

Figure A1.5: Seat 26C9, 20 m from centre stage, 10° from midline
Figure A1.6: Seat 26H3, 25 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.7: Seat H32, 10 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
Figure A1.8: Seat O34, 15 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.9: Seat O40, 15 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
Figure A1.10: Seat V26, 20 m from centre stage, 15° from midline

Figure A1.11: Seat W34, 20 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
Figure A1.12: Seat W8, 22 m from centre stage, 45° from midline

Figure A1.13: Seat AA25, 25 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
Figure A1.14: Seat BB35, 25 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.15: Seat HH44, 30 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
1.1.2. Hall B:

Figure A1.16: Seat K26, 15 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
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Figure A1.17: Seat V26, 15 m from centre stage, 45° from midline

Figure A1.18: Seat Q26, 20 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
Figure A1.19: Seat V23, 25 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.20: Seat X2, 45 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
1.1.3. Hall C (Verbruggen Hall)

Figure A1.21: Seat D12, 10 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
Figure A1.22: Seat D17, 10 m from centre stage, 15° from midline

Figure A1.23: Seat D7, 10 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
Figure A1.24: Seat I12, 15 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.25: Seat I19, 15 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
Figure A1.26: Seat I5, 15 m from centre stage, 15° from midline

Figure A1.27: Seat M21, 20 m from centre stage, 15° from midline
Figure A1.28: Seat 010, 20 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.29: Seat O5, 20 m from centre stage, 10° from midline
Figure A1.30: Seat M3, 20 m from centre stage, 15° from midline

Figure A1.31: Seat I5, 15 m from centre stage, 45° from midline
Figure A1.32: Seat GR15, 20 m from centre stage, 15° from midline

Figure A1.33: Seat GA10, 20 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
Figure A1.34: Seat GC10, 22 m from centre stage, 0° from midline

Figure A1.35: Seat GC10, 25 m from centre stage, 0° from midline
1.2. Auditoria floor plans:

Figure A1.36: Michael Fowler Centre (Hall A), floor plan
Figure A1.37: Hall C, floor plan
Figure A1.38: Verbruggen Hall (Hall C), floor plan